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An institutional repository is, among other things, a means to preserve an organization’s scholarly output or resources in a variety of digital media and across disciplines. Administrative metadata are critical to the preservation of these digital resources. This study, which surveyed fifty-four Association of Research Libraries (ARL) institutional repositories about their administrative metadata, was designed to create a snapshot of current metadata practices. It revealed no true consensus of administrative metadata accommodated and collected by the repositories. Moreover, responses throughout the survey indicate that in general, organizations are neither accommodating nor recording administrative metadata to any significant extent. If research libraries are to provide permanent, organized, and secure repositories for institutional scholarship and special collections, they must identify core metadata in the context of repository objectives, explore barriers to collection of administrative metadata, and strategize as to how those barriers might be mitigated or overcome.

An institutional repository is a central digital repository for an organization’s scholarly output across media and disciplines. It is organized and secure, and the digital objects (scholarly resources) it houses are intended to be permanently preserved. A scan of Association of Research Libraries (ARL) repository websites shows that many libraries make explicit this “preservation promise” to depositors and other users.

Administrative metadata, which describes the technical characteristics of the digital file and any original physical source object, preservation actions, and relevant intellectual property rights and access permissions, is critical to the preservation of digital resources.1 Ten years ago, early in the development of institutional repositories, lack of preservation and administrative metadata was cited as the biggest obstacle to successful long-term preservation.2 Six years ago, the Audit & Certification Criteria and Checklist developed by the Research
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Libraries Group-National Archives and Records Administration (RLG-NARA) Task Force on Digital Repository Certification addressed metadata again, and suggested “preservation metadata is best addressed by members of the designated communities.”

These communities have responded to the call by developing numerous standards to support the preservation and management of digital objects. A review of these standards reveals that administrative metadata are detailed and voluminous, and for good reason. Most librarians and archivists would agree that the more information that is known about a resource, the more effectively it can be managed and preserved. Unfortunately, the gathering, recording, and management of detailed metadata is expensive; indeed, a 2002 report by RLG stated that creation of detailed technical metadata alone was possibly beyond the human resources of most institutions. Ten years later, this is still the case.

To further complicate matters, the array of standards, best practices, and models fail to form a cohesive whole. As if the sheer volume of detailed administrative metadata were not daunting enough, the overlap and gaps between the related standards make them difficult to implement within any repository system. There are preservation metadata standards meant to apply to all formats but which lack the specificity needed for any one. There are technical metadata standards intended for a specific format but which lack corresponding metadata for the original (usually analog) source material. Those technical metadata standards that do include source metadata are often only applicable to one format. Moreover, boundaries between metadata types are not clearly delineated. Some preservation standards include rights metadata, but some do not. Finally, there are standards that were not designed to record detailed administrative metadata, but which have nonetheless been extensively used for this purpose.

Within this complex landscape lives a community of institutions often overwhelmed by an influx of digital resources and struggling to balance the value added by metadata and the significant cost of that metadata’s creation and maintenance. Individual institutions may have a good idea of how much metadata it is practical to record based on their individual circumstances; what the community needs is a clearer picture of what administrative metadata are critical to the preservation mission, particularly in the increasingly collaborative information space. As Chen and Reilly stated, “one of the biggest challenges in preservation automation is to develop a strategic preservation metadata plan and decide how much information we need to record and whether the information can be accurately recorded.” At this point it is unclear what metadata are actually being collected for repositories, or even what metadata these established repositories are able to support.

This paper provides the first snapshot of current practices through a survey that identifies administrative metadata accommodated by ARL repositories and administrative metadata actually collected for those repositories. This study assumes that digital preservation requires administrative metadata and was designed to answer these questions:

1. What administrative metadata can repositories collect (given their current schemas?)
2. How many administrative metadata are actually being collected?
3. What are the common elements of administrative metadata collected across a majority of ARL institutional repositories?
4. Is the metadata perceived to be sufficient to support the tasks a repository is expected to perform?

The survey was designed to determine the extent to which repositories are able to accommodate robust administrative metadata, and the degree to which organizations are collecting it. Responses should help identify any gaps between metadata currently (or commonly) collected and metadata needed to support digital preservation. It is hoped that survey results will inform discussions of the current state of digital preservation, and ways to move forward.

Literature Review

Digital preservation has been identified as a primary attribute and responsibility of the trusted repository in numerous seminal publications, notably the 2002 RLG-OCLC report on trusted digital repositories, Clifford Lynch’s 2003 article on institutional repositories (IRs), the 2003 Joint Information Systems Committee (JISC) report on e-prints preservation, the 2006 Nestor Working Group Catalogue of Criteria for Trusted Digital Repositories, and the 2007 RLG-NARA Audit & Certification Criteria and Checklist. Several studies suggest digital preservation is valued by libraries, repository contributors, and users.

These publications notwithstanding, the professional literature still suggests that repositories and librarians are unprepared to preserve their digital objects and, for the most part, have not yet done so. Ten years ago, the 2003 Invest to Save report enumerated the “severe limitations” to digital preservation methods, processes, strategies, systems and technologies, warning of “great risk that valuable digital content will not survive for the long term.” The 2003 JISC report on e-prints preservation described the field in a state of flux and uncertainty; repository managers had yet to engage fully with preservation challenges and were “unsure of how to proceed.” This uncertainty was echoed several years later in responses to the 2006 Census of Institutional Repositories in the United States. Ross in 2003 found that
few organizations were actively developing digital preservation solutions, preservation models tended to be reactive and ad hoc, and few organizations seemed aware of the complexities with migration or the enormity of the preservation problem. In 2005 Knight listed a number of “significant concerns as to how a sustainable outcome will be achieved in this arena,” including low-level awareness of need and a lack of metrics (regarding the scope of the challenge), skill sets, agreed upon approaches, practical models, and collaboration. A 2006 Canadian Association of Research Libraries (CARL) institutional repository assessment questioned whether surveyed repositories possessed sufficient resources and expertise to follow through on their posted preservation policies; that same year, a study of repository websites found virtually no evidence of long-term preservation plans. Digital Preservation Europe’s (DPE) 2007 Research Roadmap pointed to a lack of systematic approach to preservation, “no common understanding of the precise definition of digital preservation,” and a “lack of adequate knowledge transfer.” An additional factor is cost. Several authors have noted the difficulty of predicting preservation costs, but from the outset it has been clear that digital preservation requires a steady long-term commitment of resources.

Most of these issues apply equally to the creation and maintenance of the administrative metadata that supports the digital preservation process. Although metadata are just one component of this process, their role is a critical one. The 2003 JISC report called preservation metadata the blueprint for the preservation strategy, and provided ample justification for all types of administrative metadata. Knight cited a “genuine uncertainty as to when preservation metadata is to be captured, how it will be captured, who updates it, and when.” Derns’ research indicates that the most frequently identified barriers to the adoption of PREervation Metadata: Implementation Strategies (PREMIS) include lack of training and expertise and perceived lack of knowledge necessary to be confident in the ability to implement PREMIS. Caplan has noted that preservation metadata are not simple to understand, obtain, or implement, and characterizes preservation metadata as “a repository’s best guess” as to the information needed to enable use of a resource into the future. Dappert and Enders describe the complexities associated with standard schemas and the difficulty of striking “the right balance between generality and specificity.” Dappert and Farquhar (2009) assert that current metadata dictionaries are still vague and “await increased practical experience to establish the proper level of granularity.” Again, there is the issue of cost. Metadata has been called “one of the most costly aspects of digital preservation.” Metadata extraction tools show promise, but only limited categories of preservation metadata can be extracted, and comparative analyses of the tools have revealed some shortcomings.

Given these barriers to effective metadata creation, and particularly given the concerns of metadata and digital preservation costs, it is surprising that there is virtually no data about what, or even how many, administrative metadata are actually being collected, to determine how that metadata supports the preservation aspect of the repository mission. Most surveys on repository metadata concern descriptive metadata, or discuss metadata generally, without delving into the specifics of administrative metadata. Li and Banach surveyed ARL libraries about digital preservation of institutional repository materials, but asked broader questions of policies, strategies, rights, content quality, and sustainability. In ARL’s own spec kit on digital preservation, metadata questions were general and few.

A better picture of actual repository capabilities and practices should yield more concrete answers to questions of digital preservation cost and the ability of current practices to support the preservation mission. Related questions about staffing, preservation tasks supported by the metadata, and perceptions of the metadata’s adequacy, could shed light on other issues raised in the literature. Finally, it was hoped that the survey might reveal commonalities that could stimulate discussion about guidelines and collaborative uses for administrative metadata, to promote the longevity of digital collections.

**Method**

Assessing the value of any particular type of metadata is impossible without knowing the mission of the repository. Therefore considerable preliminary research was conducted on two fronts: (1) to identify and define discrete categories of metadata and individual elements belonging to each metadata type and (2) to identify and distill into a single list the multitude of preservation-related tasks considered important for digital repositories, as established in the literature. This knowledge guided formulation of the survey questions and the response options. The survey was drafted using SurveyMonkey; an Institutional Review Board (IRB) waiver was obtained, and the survey was tested and timed by a number of colleagues nationwide.

ARL is a nonprofit organization of 126 libraries at comprehensive, research-extensive institutions in the United States and Canada, which share similar missions, aspirations, and achievements. Participation was limited to these libraries to provide a focused and representative sample of research organizations which host digital repositories and that generally work collaboratively to preserve and make available the scholarly record.

Repository contacts making up the survey sample were drawn from the Registry of Open Access Repositories (ROAR) and the Directory of Open Access Repositories
(OpenDoar), as well as from the institutions’ websites. Participants were asked to provide a single institutional response. If an organization had more than one repository, the participant was asked for a response pertaining to “your primary repository, the one housing your organization’s scholarship, and/or digital collections, i.e., the one most aligned with your institutional mission.” Those organizations hosting a consortial repository were asked to coordinate a single response from a representative of that repository.

In May 2012, 104 survey invitations were sent and fifty-five complete responses were received. Of these, one response represented a repository still under development for which metadata had not yet been finalized, and that survey response was excluded from the resulting data set for a completion rate of 52 percent of the sample.

The Survey

The confidential survey consisted of thirty-seven questions about the repository, its administrative metadata schema, individual metadata elements, and repository tasks that metadata support. “Metadata schema” refers to an organized and documented set of metadata elements. A schema may be internal to an organization or may represent a shared metadata standard, which is managed by a standards body and open to community review and reuse.

Because of the diversity of metadata standards and definitions, the scope of the questions were limited to four types of administrative metadata that directly impact preservation, defined as follows:

- Rights metadata: information about intellectual property rights granted or reserved, copyright holder or licensor, etc.
- Technical metadata: metadata describing the characteristics of the archival digital file, e.g., file size, compression scheme, operating system, codec, etc.
- Preservation metadata: metadata supporting the digital preservation process, beyond that found in technical metadata
- Source metadata: metadata documenting the physical characteristics of the original (usually analog) physical source object from which the digital master is derived (for example, an original film negative or vinyl record), e.g., dimensions, sound and color characteristics, etc.

Respondents were asked a series of questions for each metadata type: rights, technical, preservation, and source. For each type, it was first determined if the respondent’s repository accommodated that type. If the answer was “yes,” the respondent was asked several more questions pertaining to that type of metadata. If the answer was “no,” the respondent skipped forward to a similar series of questions for the next metadata type. The entire survey is appended to this paper.

Survey Results

The Repositories

Although repository names cannot be published because of IRB restrictions and agreements made with respondents, it can be said that 83 percent of the fifty-four respondents answered the survey either in terms of “the institutional repository” (“a repository of broad scope but limited to the organization’s scholarly output”) (41 percent) or in terms of a repository “combining scholarly output with digitized library archive collections” (43 percent). Thirteen percent of respondents answered questions in reference to “the organization’s digital library, limited to digitized library or archive collections.” One respondent spoke on behalf of a consortial repository; another described her repository as a combination of digitized graduate theses and scholarly output of library (i.e., not university) faculty. Repositories were equally divided between small (fewer than 1,000 fully cataloged resources added annually), medium (1,000–5,000 added annually), and large (more than 5,000). The most heavily used repository software was DSpace, employed by thirty respondents (56 percent), followed by Fedora and custom/in-house applications (six institutions, or 11 percent, each).

Most of the surveyed organizations accommodated textual materials, still images, video, and audio. Nearly three-quarters accommodated data sets. Those checking the “other” box listed websites (four respondents), code or software (three), musical compositions (one), and “Encoded Archival Description (EAD) finding aids, MARC21 collection-level records, and PDF inventories linked to collection-level records.”

Administrative Metadata Employed

Respondents were presented with a list of fifteen metadata standards and asked to check all from which they had incorporated any elements for rights, technical, source, or preservation metadata; additional standards could be specified under “other” (see table 1). Twelve of these fifteen metadata standards, plus an additional twelve specified under “other” (for a total of twenty-four), were incorporated into the metadata schema of at least one repository. The majority of respondents (59 percent) employed more than one metadata standard. On average, repositories combined two. One organization combined eleven standards, but twenty-two organizations...
The three most heavily used metadata standards were Qualified Dublin Core (81 percent), Simple Dublin Core (43 percent), and Metadata Object Description Schema (MODS) (30 percent). Moreover, each of the twenty-two libraries employing just one standard used Dublin Core (most frequently, Qualified Dublin Core) or MODS. Ironi-
cally, each of these three standards was originally designed for
descriptive metadata.

The range of metadata standards incorporated into any
one repository’s schema, and the spread across standards,
suggests a lack of consensus regarding the viability of any
one standard or series of standards.

Rights Metadata

Over three-quarters of repositories (forty-two, or 78 per-
cent) accommodate some rights metadata. Of the twelve
respondents whose repositories do not accommodate rights
metadata, two indicated rights for their resources are known
and fall into a single (or small number of) rights categories,
suggesting the information could be kept in institutional
memory. Another noted it tracks licenses for repository
resources, but not via repository metadata.

Since in all probability, different metadata are recorded
for different types of objects and formats (faculty scholarship,
research data, video, etc.), it was not practical to ask respond-
ents exactly what metadata are routinely recorded across all
types of repository objects. Therefore the survey asked which
metadata elements are accommodated by the repository
schema, and as a corollary, for what portion of the repository
objects (roughly) is some of that metadata actually recorded.

Respondents were presented with a list of eighteen
rights elements and asked to check those accommodated by
their repository metadata schema (see figure 1). (It is impor-
tant to keep in mind throughout the survey that respondents
were directed to select an element from the list only if their
metadata schema “has an element dedicated to that informa-
tion, or a more granular form of it.” When a respondent left
a metadata element unchecked, it does not mean that meta-
data cannot be recorded in the repository; it simply means
there is no element dedicated to that metadata. In other
words, the metadata are not sufficiently parsed to allow effi-
cient retrieval, machine processing, reporting, and sharing.)

Every element offered on the list was used by at least
two repositories. The average number of rights elements
accommodated was 4.6. The four most common are

1. rights statement or license terms (general) (90 percent);
2. copyright status (e.g., copyright protected, public
domain) (57 percent);
3. rights granted the repository (replicate, migrate,
modify, use, delete, etc.) (48 percent); and
4. availability status (e.g., open, restricted, unavailable)
(36 percent).

Respondents were then asked to specify the portion
of the repository’s objects for which rights metadata are
actually recorded (see figure 2). Of the forty respondents
whose repositories accommodate some rights metadata and
who were able to answer this question (two respondents
responded “I don’t know”), sixteen (40 percent) said they
record some of this rights metadata for all of their reposi-

tory objects. Eight respondents (20 percent) record some of
this rights metadata for less than one third of their reposi-

tory objects, and one of those eight respondents records no
rights metadata at all. When all respondents are taken into
account, nearly a quarter of repositories (thirteen, or 25 per-
cent) record no rights metadata. Clearly, only a relatively
small percentage of repositories are routinely recording suf-
cient rights metadata.

Next, respondents were asked to gauge their satisfaction
with the amount of rights metadata that can be collected
(i.e., the number of elements accommodated by the reposi-
tory) and the amount that actually is collected (see figure 3).
Each response on the scale was assigned a value from one
way too little) to five (way too much), with intermediate
values of two, three (just right), and four. “I don’t know” had
a rating of zero. (“I don’t know” responses were discarded
for this question and others where it could skew results.)
Rights metadata capability (“rights metadata you CAN col-
lect”) had a higher rating average (2.66) than actual rights
metadata practice (“rights metadata you DO (routinely)
collect”) (2.23).

Thirty-eight respondents assessed the amount of rights
metadata the repository can accommodate. Of those, twen-
ty-one (55 percent) felt the amount of metadata accom-
modated by their schema is “just right.” In terms of actual
practice, only seventeen respondents (42 percent) felt the
amount of metadata they routinely collect is “just right.”
Well over half the respondents (twenty-three, or 57 percent)
felt the metadata they routinely collect falls on the (less

### Table 1. Administrative Metadata Standards Incorporated into Repository Metadata

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Standard</th>
<th>No. of Respondents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Qualified Dublin Core</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Simple Dublin Core</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>MODS</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>PREMIS</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>NISO MIX (Z39.87)</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>MARC</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1. Rights Metadata Elements Accommodated

Figure 2. Portion of Repository Objects For which Some of This Rights Metadata is Recorded? (includes repositories that do not accommodate rights metadata)
than) “just right” end of the scale, with eight (20 percent) saying the amount was “way too little.”

Survey responses were also reviewed individually to identify (1) how many respondents perceived a gap (in terms of adequacy) between metadata accommodated and metadata routinely supplied, and (2) the size of that gap. For 64 percent of respondents, there was no gap. Twenty-five percent of respondents had a gap of one rating point, and 11 percent had a gap of two rating points.

Finally, data were analyzed to determine whether the rating for a repository’s rights metadata capability correlated to the number of metadata elements the schema accommodates (as derived from question 12). Respondents were divided into groups of roughly equal size based on the number of metadata elements accommodated, and ratings were compared for each category (see table 2).

In general, the more metadata elements a schema accommodates, the more likely respondents are to rate the metadata they can collect as 3 (“just right”) or 4 (somewhere between “just right” and “way too much”) (see figure 4).
Those schemas with the most elements (9–12) were rated 3 or higher by 100 percent of respondents, whereas schemas with the least elements (1) were rated 3 or higher by only 43 percent of respondents.

Interestingly, there appears to be no consensus as to how many elements would warrant a “just right” rating (see table 3). For the twenty-one who rated the repository capability “just right,” the number of elements ranged from one at one end of the spectrum to eighteen at the other end. The disparities found in responses to this question, together with the relatively high percentage of “I don’t know” responses (11 percent), indicate there is little consensus as to how much is too much rights metadata, and how much is too little.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rating</th>
<th>No. of Respondents with This Rating</th>
<th>No. of Elements Accommodated by Repositories with this Rating</th>
<th>Avg. No. of Elements Accommodated by Repository with this Rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 (way too little)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1-8</td>
<td>2.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 (just right)</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1-18</td>
<td>5.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3 and 13</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 (way too much)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don’t know</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3–12</td>
<td>6.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Rating of Rights Metadata Capability Relative to Number of Rights Elements Accommodated

Forty-three repositories (80 percent) accommodate some technical metadata (roughly equivalent to the percentage of repositories accommodating some rights metadata). Of the eleven respondents whose repositories do not accommodate technical metadata, one noted “so far the vast majority of materials are PDFs” (suggesting the technical metadata could be kept in memory), and another noted that technical information can be added in a separate document and attached.

Respondents were presented with a list of thirteen technical metadata elements and asked to check those accommodated by their repository metadata schema (see figure 5). Every element offered on the list was used by at least one
The average number of technical metadata elements accommodated was 3.9. The five most common are

1. format (.pdf, .htm) (98 percent);
2. file size (88 percent);
3. fixity check data (56 percent);
4. creating application name [and/or version] (34 percent); and
5. technical metadata notes (27 percent).

Respondents were next presented with a list of fifteen technical metadata elements specific to video and asked to check those accommodated by their repository metadata schema (see figure 6). Of forty-three respondents offered this question, thirty-seven (86 percent) accept video in their repositories, yet twenty-two of those (51 percent) answered “none of the above” or some equivalent. In fact, taking all surveyed repositories into account, 48 (89 percent) accept video, yet only seventeen of those (35 percent) accommodate video technical metadata. Therefore responses to this question (or lack thereof) may say more about the dearth of video metadata than about what metadata are considered most useful. Still, each of the fifteen metadata elements listed was accommodated by at least one, and as many as thirteen, repositories.

Respondents were then presented with a list of eleven technical metadata elements specific to audio and asked to check those accommodated by their repository metadata schema (see figure 7). Of forty-three respondents who were offered this question, thirty-eight (88 percent) accept audio in their repositories, yet nearly half of those (eighteen, or 47 percent) answered “none of the above” or some equivalent. Taking all surveyed repositories into account, forty-seven (87 percent) accept audio, yet only eighteen of those (38 percent) accommodate audio technical metadata. Again, responses to this question reveal more about the dearth of audio metadata than about what metadata are considered most useful. Still, each of the eleven metadata elements listed was accommodated by at least two, and as many as fourteen, repositories.

Respondents were asked about the portion of the repository’s objects for which technical metadata are actually recorded (see figure 8). Of the thirty-eight respondents whose repositories accommodate some technical metadata and who were able to answer this question, twenty (53 percent) record some of this technical metadata for all of their repository objects. When all respondents are taken into account however, nearly a third of repositories (fifteen, or 31 percent) record no technical metadata.

Respondents were then asked to gauge their satisfaction with the amount of technical metadata that can be collected and the amount that actually is collected (see figure 9).
Similar to the results with rights metadata, repository capability ("technical metadata you CAN collect") had a higher rating average (2.43) than actual technical metadata practice ("technical metadata you DO collect") (1.95).

Forty respondents assessed the amount of technical metadata the repository can accommodate. Of those, sixteen (40 percent) felt the amount of metadata accommodated by their schema is "just right." In terms of actual practice, only
ten (25 percent) felt the amount of metadata they routinely collect is "just right"; 35 percent felt the amount was "way too little."

Survey responses were again reviewed one-by-one to determine frequency and size of any gaps between technical metadata accommodated and technical metadata routinely recorded. For 69 percent of respondents, there was no gap.46 Nine percent had a gap of one rating point; 20 percent had a gap of two rating points; 3 percent had a gap of three rating points.

Finally, data were analyzed to determine whether the rating for a repository’s technical metadata capability correlated to the number of metadata elements the schema accommodates (as derived from question 16). Respondents were divided into groups of roughly equal size, based on the number of metadata elements accommodated, and ratings were compared for each category (see table 4).

In general, the more metadata elements a schema accommodates, the more likely respondents are to rate the metadata they can collect as 3 ("just right") or 4 (somewhere between "just right" and "way too much") (see table 5).

However, there appears to be no consensus as to how many elements would warrant a "just right" rating (see table 6). For the twenty-one respondents who rated the repository capability "just right,"47 the number of elements ranged from just one at one end of the spectrum to ten at the other end.

### Preservation Metadata

Just over half of the surveyed repositories (28 of 54, or 52 percent) accommodate some preservation metadata.48 Respondents were presented with a list of thirteen preservation elements and asked to check those accommodated by their repository metadata schema (see figure 10).49 Every element offered on the list was used by at least one repository. The average number of preservation elements accommodated was 3.5. The three most common are

1. storage location (file location; location scheme, e.g., handle, URI; storage medium, e.g., hard disc, magnetic tape, etc.) (63 percent);
2. links between objects when one is derived from the other (37 percent); and
3. preservation level (bit-level, full, etc.) (33 percent).

Respondents were asked about the portion of the repository’s objects for which preservation metadata are actually recorded (see figure 11). Of the twenty-six respondents whose repositories accommodate some preservation metadata and who were able to answer this question, twenty-one (81 percent) record some of this preservation metadata for all their repository objects.

Given that three of the respondents presented with this question do not actually record any of this preservation metadata, it can be said that of all fifty-four survey...
respondents, exactly half record no preservation metadata at all.

Respondents were next asked to gauge their satisfaction with the amount of preservation metadata that can be collected and the amount that actually is collected. Preservation metadata capability (“preservation metadata you CAN collect”) had a higher rating average (2.48) than actual preservation metadata practice (“preservation metadata you DO (routinely) collect”) (2.0).

Twenty-five respondents assessed the amount of preservation metadata the repository can accommodate. Of those, eight (32 percent) felt the amount of metadata accommodated by their schema is “just right.”

In terms of actual practice, twenty-seven respondents made the assessment and eight of those (30 percent) felt the amount of metadata they routinely collect is “just right.”

Survey responses were again reviewed individually to determine frequency and size of any gaps between metadata
accommodated and metadata routinely recorded. For 68 percent of respondents, there was no gap; 4 percent had a gap of one rating point; 11 percent had a gap of two rating points; and 4 percent had a gap of four rating points.

Finally, data were analyzed to determine whether the rating for a repository’s preservation metadata capability correlated to the number of metadata elements the schema accommodates (as derived from question 23). Respondents were divided into groups of roughly equal size, based on the number of metadata elements accommodated, and ratings were compared by category (see table 7).

In general, the more metadata elements a schema accommodates, the more likely respondents are to rate the metadata they can collect between 3 (“just right”) and 5 (“way too much”) (see table 8).

As before, however, there appears to be no consensus as to how many elements would warrant a “just right” rating (see table 9). The number of elements rated “just right” (3) ranged from one to eleven; those rated somewhat below that (2) were in a similar range.

Table 6. Rating of Technical Metadata Capability Relative to Number of Technical Metadata Elements Accommodated

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rating</th>
<th>No. of Respondents with this Rating</th>
<th>No. of Elements Accommodated by Repositories with this Rating</th>
<th>Avg. No. of Elements Accommodated by Repository with this Rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 (way too little)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2-4</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>12*</td>
<td>2-8</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 (just right)</td>
<td>15**</td>
<td>1-10</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3-11</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 (way too much)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don’t know</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1-7</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* One of the 13 who assigned this rating failed to specify the metadata elements accommodated by the repository, so that respondent’s response was omitted from these data.

** One of the 16 who assigned this rating failed to specify the metadata elements accommodated by the repository, so that respondent’s response was omitted from these data.
Figure 11. Portion of Repository Objects for Which Some of This Preservation Metadata is Recorded (includes repositories that do not accommodate preservation metadata)

Figure 12. Preservation Metadata Capability Compared to Preservation Metadata Practice
Respondents whose repositories accommodate source metadata were asked only the broad categories of source metadata accommodated (physical characteristics, provenance, physical location), and the percentage of applicable resources to which the source metadata was actually applied. Over half of surveyed repositories (twenty-nine of fifty-four, or 54 percent) accommodate some source metadata.

Respondents were asked which general types of source metadata they record. The most common information recorded was that pertaining to physical characteristics (93 percent), followed by provenance (70 percent), then physical location (59 percent). Fewer than half (48 percent) recorded all three types. Just over a quarter (26 percent) recorded just two types, and an equal number (26 percent) recorded just one type.

Nearly a third of respondents (eight, or 31 percent) record some source metadata for all of their source objects; 23 percent record source metadata for less than one third of their source objects, and of those, 4 percent record no source metadata (see figure 13).

If all fifty-four survey respondents are taken into account, at least 48 percent record no source metadata, although at least one (who stated this explicitly), and possibly others, holds only born-digital content and would have no source metadata to record.

Next, respondents were asked to gauge their satisfaction with the amount of source metadata that can be collected and the amount that actually is collected (see figure 14). Source metadata capability (“source metadata you CAN collect”) had a higher rating average (2.74) than actual source metadata practice (“source metadata you DO (routinely) collect”) (2.48).

Twenty-seven respondents assessed the amount of source metadata the repository can accommodate. Of those, nineteen (70 percent) felt the amount of metadata accommodated by their schema is “just right.” In terms of actual practice, only fifteen (56 percent) felt the amount of metadata they routinely collect is “just right.”

Survey responses were again reviewed individually to determine frequency and size of any gaps between metadata accommodated and metadata routinely recorded. For 80 percent of respondents, there was no gap; 16 percent had a gap of one rating point; 4 percent had a gap of two rating points.

### Source Metadata

Respondents were offered a list of nineteen repository tasks, which have been established in the literature as key functions of trusted repositories (although it is interesting to note that not all respondents characterized their repositories as preservation repositories) (see figure 15). Respondents were then asked which of the tasks is supported by the repository’s metadata. Of fifty-three respondents, the average number of tasks is 7.1. The four most common tasks are

1. store original digital object;
2. document owner of intellectual property rights;
3. protect against data corruption and loss; and
4. track origins and chain of custody of digital object (provenance).

Any one task pertains to a particular repository function supported by one or more types of metadata, as follows. Because some functions are supported by more than one kind of metadata, some tasks are assigned to more than one category.

### Repository Tasks Supported by Repository Metadata

Object Use Tasks (supported by rights metadata; cf. question 12)

- document owner of intellectual property rights
- document permissions to distribute, duplicate, transfer, or alter (e.g., through migration)
- store contractual agreements pertaining to rights and permissions
Object Fixity, Integrity, and Authenticity Tasks
(supported by technical metadata; cf. question 16)

- store original digital object
- protect against data corruption and loss
- ensure authenticity of digital resources over time
- track origins and chain of custody of digital object (provenance)
- document digital object's bitstream over the long term
- ensure resources will survive and continue to be understandable into the long term
- maintain vigorous and ongoing testing and validation program to ensure independent understandability of the digital object
- enable format migration/transformation upon obsolescence
- track migration path of digital object and any changes over time (digital provenance)
- document relationships between multiple manifestations of a digital object

Object Preservation Tasks
(supported by technical, preservation, and source metadata; cf. questions 16, 23, and 27)

- store original digital object
- protect against data corruption and loss
- ensure authenticity of digital resources over time
- track origins and chain of custody of digital object (provenance)
- document digital object's bitstream over the long term
- ensure resources will survive and continue to be understandable into the long term
- maintain vigorous and ongoing testing and validation program to ensure independent understandability of the digital object
- enable format migration/transformation upon obsolescence
- track migration path of digital object and any changes over time (digital provenance)
- document relationships between multiple
manifestations of a digital object
• facilitate condition assessment of digital preservation master
• facilitate decision-making for preservation managers
• document preservation actions taken
• document effects of preservation strategies
• document details of original source object (e.g., provenance, preservation, condition)

Logically, the richer a repository’s metadata in any given area, the more tasks in that area it can support. To test this hypothesis, the number of tasks (perceived to be) supported by each repository was charted alongside the number of metadata elements accommodated by that repository (see tables 10–12). For each task/metadata type pair, the number of tasks supported tends to rise with the number of metadata elements accommodated, as shown below.

Taking all respondents into account, repository metadata supported, on average, 1.6 of 4 use-related tasks (40 percent), 4.5 of 10 object fixity/integrity/authenticity tasks (45 percent), and 5.8 of 15 preservation tasks (39 percent).

Additional Factors Affecting the Recording of Metadata Creation

Much of the data above show that in general, metadata accommodated and recorded is insufficient to carry out many repository tasks. Several factors may account for the shortfall. One obvious factor could be a lack of staff resources. Use of automated metadata tools could mitigate the problem, at least as far as technical metadata are concerned. Therefore the survey included three questions on staffing and metadata extraction tools.

Respondents were first asked who creates their administrative metadata; the most common responses were the digital repository department, depositor, system supplied defaults, and cataloging and metadata department. On average, administrative metadata emanated from an average of 2.8 sources. Next, respondents were asked if the institution’s staffing was sufficient to perform the tasks they had said were supported by their repository metadata; 45 percent said yes and 37 percent said no.

As for metadata extraction tools, only ten surveyed repositories use metadata extraction tools (23 percent of the forty-three accommodating technical metadata). The most commonly used tool is the JSTOR/Harvard Object Validation Environment (JHOVE) (nine), followed by Exiftool, the
National Library of New Zealand’s metadata extraction tool, and Flexible Image Transport System (FITS).

**Conclusion**

This study surveyed fifty-four ARL institutional repositories about their administrative metadata capabilities and practices. Responses throughout the survey indicate that in general, organizations are not accommodating administrative metadata to any significant extent. For example, on average, repositories accommodate only 3.6 rights metadata elements, three technical metadata elements, and 3.5 preservation elements. While organizations may record more metadata than the numbers suggest (since these numbers reflect only the number of elements dedicated to a particular piece of metadata), the parsing of that metadata is not sufficient to enable efficient retrieval, machine processing, reporting, and sharing. In any case, nearly a quarter (23 percent) record no rights metadata; and exactly half record no preservation metadata. Of all possible elements that might be accommodated by the repositories’ schemas, only three were in use by more than half the surveyed repositories (format, file size, and rights statement). Only 35 percent of the surveyed repositories had a dedicated metadata element for storage location, which (interestingly) was the most commonly accommodated preservation metadata.

Moreover, across the board, for all metadata types, repository capability (measured by number of dedicated administrative metadata elements accommodated), outranks actual practice. For example, of those accommodating some rights metadata, less than a third recorded “some of” the rights metadata offered in the survey questions all of the time. Not surprisingly, few respondents think the amount of metadata they actually record is “just right” (between 32 percent and 42 percent, depending on metadata type). Responses suggest that in nearly all cases, where the metadata are not “just right,” it falls short.

Administrative metadata cannot be assessed outside the

---

**Figure 15. Tasks Supported by Repository Metadata**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task Supported by Repository Metadata</th>
<th>Number of Repositories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Store original digital object</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document owner of intellectual property rights</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protect against data corruption &amp; loss</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Track origins and chain of custody of digital object</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document permissions</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document digital object’s bitstream over the long term</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enable format migration/ transformation</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensure authenticity of digital resources over time</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensure resources will survive and be understandable</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document relationships between manifestations</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Store contractual rights agreements</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document details of original source</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Track digital provenance</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document preservation actions taken</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilitate preservation decision-making</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facilitate condition assessment of master</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enable repurposing of content</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enable testing and validation program</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document effects of preservation strategies</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None of the above</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
context of the functions trusted repositories are meant to perform. Administrative metadata supports repository tasks related to object fixity, integrity, authenticity, use, and preservation. Without it, those tasks cannot be carried out. This survey found that of nineteen key repository tasks identified in the literature, an average of only 7.1 are supported by the repositories’ metadata. Measured in terms of the metadata type supporting each task, repositories perform better on the fixity, integrity, and authenticity tasks; they are less prepared to support object use and preservation tasks.

There are many possible reasons for these “metadata shortfalls.” The influx of digital materials is rapid and increasing at a rate that may well put their management beyond the means of most institutions. Metadata standards are voluminous and complex, and repositories must employ multiple standards to cover the necessary range of administrative metadata, complicating implementation within any one system. Staffing may be an issue. Most surveyed institutions spread administrative metadata work across multiple units, suggesting a diversity of workflows and reporting structures. Thirty-seven percent of respondents found their staffing insufficient to perform repository tasks. Perhaps more discussion is needed to convey the importance of administrative metadata to digital collections management, preservation, and use. At the institutional level, it is unclear from this study who is determining what metadata will be accommodated and recorded, and whether those decisions are based on established repository objectives.

In any case, collaborative preservation is often assumed to be a universal good, but if these survey results are an indicator, preservation of any kind appears to be a local phenomenon. The community is not putting enough effort into administrative metadata and the paucity of metadata being collected cannot support collaborative preservation. There seems to be a significant disconnect between what the community is saying and what is actually happening on the ground. There may even be skepticism in the community that collaborative preservation is valuable and possible.

This study points to several areas for further research. First, it is critically important to identify the core administrative metadata required to effectively manage and preserve repository resources. The best way to identify core metadata is to enumerate required repository tasks, then determine which individual pieces of metadata support each task. Once that work is done, libraries would benefit from exploring other obstacles to collecting administrative metadata. These might include issues related to self deposits, legacy metadata, expertise, and staffing levels. Any study that thoughtfully explores obstacles to the collection of rich, or even core, administrative metadata, could make a significant contribution to the field.

Reaching consensus on core administrative metadata is central to resolving current preservation challenges. If libraries are to make good on their promise to provide permanent, organized and secure repositories for institutional scholarship and special collections, they will need to examine current practices and identify core metadata in the context of repository objectives. They must identify barriers to metadata collection, strategize as to how those barriers might be mitigated or overcome, and move forward.
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Appendix. The Survey

[Note: An asterisk preceding a survey question indicates that a response was required.]

Introduction

You are invited to participate in a research study about administrative metadata. The purpose of this research is to identify the administrative metadata collected by ARL repositories and to determine how that metadata is currently used. This survey addresses administrative metadata of four types: rights metadata, technical metadata, source metadata, and preservation metadata.
A snapshot of current ARL practices identifying commonly collected data should help define core administrative metadata, stimulate the development of best practices and tools, as well as encourage discussion of collaborative uses of administrative metadata, to ensure longevity of ARL digital collections.

We are looking for a single institutional response. If you have more than one repository, please answer the questions for your primary repository, the one housing your organization’s scholarship, and/or digital collections, i.e., the one most aligned with your institutional mission. If your organization hosts a consortial repository, please coordinate a single response from a representative of that repository. In some cases an organization will have one response for its own repository and a second response for a consortial repository.

Answers are saved as you respond. You can stop at any time and return to the survey later *if you enable cookies in your browser.*

This survey is being conducted by xxxxxxx at xxxxxxx.

We thank you for participating!

Consent Form

This research is confidential. The research records will include some information about you and this information will be stored in such a manner that some linkage between your identity and the response in the research exists. The information collected about you includes name, email, and position title (all optional), and organization name. Please note that we will keep this information confidential by limiting individuals’ access to the research data and keeping it in a secure location.

The research team and the Institutional Review Board (a committee that reviews research studies in order to protect research participants) at xxxx are the only parties that will be allowed to see the data, except as may be required by law. If a report of this study is published, or the results are presented at a professional conference, only group results will be stated. All study data will be kept for five years.

There are no foreseeable risks to participation in this study. In addition, you may receive no direct benefit from taking part in this study.

The survey will take about 15–20 minutes to complete, depending on responses. Participation in this study is voluntary. You may choose not to participate, and you may withdraw at any time during the study procedures without any penalty to you. In addition, you may choose not to answer any questions with which you are not comfortable.

If you have any questions about the study or study procedures, you may contact me at xxxxxxx

If you have any questions about your rights as a research subject, you may contact the IRB Administrator at xxxx at: xxxxx

*1. By completing this survey you agree to be a study subject. Please click “YES” to continue the survey. If you do not agree with the consent form and wish not to participate in this project, please click “No” to exit from this survey.*

○ Yes, I agree to participate
○ No, I do not agree to participate

About Your Repository

2. Please tell us the name of your primary repository, the one housing your organization’s scholarship, and/or digital collections, i.e., the one most aligned with your institutional mission (for example, Deep Blue). All questions in the survey will pertain to the repository named here.

*3. Please provide the URL for your repository’s public homepage.

*4. This repository is:

○ “the” institutional repository (of broad scope but limited to the organization’s scholarly output)
○ the organization’s digital library, limited to digitized library or archive collections
○ a repository combining scholarly output with digitized library/archive collections
○ an explicitly subject- or format-specific repository not falling into one of the above categories
○ Other (please specify)
5. Which repository software does this repository use?
   - Archimede
   - contentDM
   - CWIS
   - Digital Commons
   - DigiTool
   - DSpace
   - Eprints
   - ETD-db
   - Fedora
   - Greenstone
   - IR+
   - Red Hat
   - Other (please specify)

6. About how many fully cataloged resources do you add annually to your repository?
   - Under 1000
   - 1000–5000
   - Over 5000
   Comments:

7. What types of resources can this repository currently accept? Choose all that apply.
   - Texts (e.g., books, letters, dissertations, periodicals)
   - Still images (e.g., photographs, graphics, maps)
   - Video
   - Audio
   - Data sets
   - None of these
   - Other (please specify)

Your Administrative Metadata

8. If you incorporate elements from any of these metadata standards for your repository’s rights, technical, source, or preservation metadata, please indicate which. Choose all that apply.
   - Simple Dublin Core
   - Qualified Dublin Core
   - MODS
   - MARC
   - PREMIS
   - NISO MIX (Z39.87)
   - PBCore
   - MPEG-7
   - California Digital Library copyrightMD
   - LC AV Prototype- text schema
   - LC AV Prototype- AMD (audio) schema
   - LC AV Prototype- VMD (video) schema
   - LC AV Prototype- IMD (analog image) schema
   - LC AV Prototype- RMD (rights) schema
   - LC AV Prototype- PMD (digiprov) schema
   - None of the above
   - Other (please specify)

9. If the metadata your repository collects is documented and publicly available, what is the URL?

10. If metadata your repository collects is documented but not freely available on the Web, would you be willing to share the documentation with us? (Please send to xxxx.)
    - yes
    - no
    - not applicable
    Comments:

Rights Metadata

11. Does your repository accommodate rights metadata? Rights metadata is information about intellectual property rights granted or reserved, copyright holder or licensor, etc.
    - yes
    - no (skip to technical metadata)
    - I don't know
    Comments:
12. Indicate which rights elements your metadata scheme *accommodates*
Check the box if your metadata scheme has an element dedicated to that information, or a more granular form of it. If your metadata scheme has no *dedicated* element for that information, LEAVE THE BOX UNCHECKED, whether or not the scheme can accommodate the information elsewhere (for example, in a note). We are trying to determine 1) what data can be collected and 2) the granularity of repository metadata schemes.

- Rights statement or license terms
- Rights granted the repository (replicate, migrate, modify, use, delete, etc.)
- Copyright status (e.g., copyright protected, public domain)
- Copyright jurisdiction
- Statute citation
- Statute jurisdiction
- Date of original copyright
- Date of copyright renewal
- Rights basis (copyright, license, statute)
- Copyright notice as it appears on the resource
- Availability status (e.g., open, restricted, unavailable)
- Rationale for availability status (e.g., deed of gift)
- Publication status (e.g., published, unpublished, unknown)
- Indication if watermarked
- Agent name (e.g., Rightsholder)
- Agent contact information (e.g., Rightsholder contact information)
- Note(s) about rights
- Link(s) to rights documentation
- None of the above
- Other (please specify)

13. For what percentage of your repository objects (roughly) do you record some rights metadata of the types mentioned above?
- 0%
- More than zero but fewer than one third of the objects
- Between one and two thirds of the objects
- More than two thirds of the objects, but not 100%
- 100% of the objects
- I don’t know

14. Given what your repository is meant to do

Rights metadata you CAN collect is
- Way too little
- Just right
- Way too much
- I don’t know

Rights metadata you DO (routinely) collect is
- Way too little
- Just right
- Way too much
- I don’t know

15. Does your repository accommodate technical metadata? Technical metadata describes the characteristics of the archival digital file, e.g., file size, compression scheme, operating system, codec, etc.
- yes
- no (skip to technical metadata)
- I don’t know

Comments:
*16. Indicate which technical metadata elements your metadata scheme *accommodates*.
Check the box if your metadata scheme has an element dedicated to that information, or a more granular form of it. If your metadata scheme has no *dedicated* element for that information, LEAVE THE BOX UNCHECKED, whether or not the scheme can accommodate the information elsewhere (for example, in a note). We are trying to determine 1) what data can be collected and 2) the granularity of repository metadata schemes.

- Levels of encoding or encryption applied
- Fixity check data
- File size
- Format (.pdf, .htm)
- Creating application name [and/or version]
- Information on access inhibitors (encryption, password protection)
- Technical metadata notes
- Compression data (whether or not compressed, compression ratio etc.)
- Color space
- Capture information (who did it, scanner/camera details, etc.)
- Orientation (e.g., landscape or portrait, degrees of rotation)
- Bits per sample (8-bit;16-bit, etc.)
- Embedded application data
- None of the above
- Other (please specify)

*17. Indicate which ADDITIONAL technical metadata elements for VIDEO your scheme accommodates. These elements apply to the archival digital object itself.
Check the box if your metadata scheme has an element dedicated to that information, or a more granular form of it. If your metadata scheme has no *dedicated* element for that information, LEAVE THE BOX UNCHECKED, whether or not the scheme can accommodate the information elsewhere (for example, in a note). We are trying to determine 1) what data can be collected and 2) the granularity of repository metadata schemes.

- We don’t accept video in our repository
- Time code
- Duration
- Signal format (NTSC, PAL, etc.)
- Codec information (name, version, creating app, etc.)
- Bit rate information (kBps, whether fixed or variable, etc.)
- Sampling information (sampling rate, bit depth, word size, etc.)
- Video encoding scheme
- Byte order (little endian or big endian)
- Frame information (height & width, aspect ratio, frame rate)
- Presence of sound
- Audio channel data (no. of channels, left-right position, etc.)
- Audio presentation (stereo, mono, etc.)
- Audio codec information (name, version, creating app, etc.)
- Audio bit rate information (kBps, whether fixed or variable, etc.)
- Audio sampling information (sampling rate, bit depth, word size, etc.)
- None of the above
- Other (please specify)

*18. Indicate which ADDITIONAL technical metadata elements for AUDIO your scheme accommodates. These elements apply to the archival digital object itself.
Check the box if your metadata scheme has an element dedicated to that information, or a more granular form of it. If your metadata scheme has no *dedicated* element for that information, LEAVE THE BOX UNCHECKED, whether or not the scheme can accommodate the information elsewhere (for example, in a note). We are trying to determine 1) what data can be collected and 2) the granularity of repository metadata schemes.

- We don’t accept audio in our repository
- Time code
- Duration
- Audio encoding (e.g., PCM)
- Byte order (little endian or big endian)
- First sample offset (number of bytes immediately prior to the first byte of audio data)
- Information on audio data blocks
- Audio channel data (no. of channels, left-right position, etc.)
- Audio presentation (stereo, mono, etc.)
- Audio codec information (name, version, creating app, etc.)
- Audio bit rate information (kBps, whether fixed or variable, etc.)
- Audio sampling information (sampling rate, bit depth, word size, etc.)
- None of the above
- Other (please specify)
*19. Which of these metadata extraction tools do you employ?
   - We do not use metadata extraction tools
   - EMET (ARTstor)
   - Exiftool
   - File identifier (Optima SC Inc.)
   - Jhove
   - Metadata extraction tool (National Library of New Zealand)
   - Other (please specify):

*20. For what percentage of your repository objects (roughly) do you record some technical metadata of the types mentioned above?
   - 0%
   - More than zero but fewer than one third of the objects
   - Between one and two thirds of the objects
   - More than two thirds of the objects, but not 100%
   - 100% of the objects
   - I don’t know
   Comments:

*21. Given what your repository is meant to do

   Technical metadata you CAN collect is
   - Way too little
   - Just right
   - Way too much
   - I don’t know

   Technical metadata you DO (routinely) collect is
   - Way too little
   - Just right
   - Way too much
   - I don’t know

---

**Preservation Metadata**

*22. Does your repository accommodate preservation metadata? Preservation metadata is that which supports the digital preservation process, beyond digital characteristics of the archival file.
   - Yes
   - No (skip to source metadata)
   - I don’t know
   Comments:

*23. Indicate which preservation elements your scheme accommodates.

   Check the box if your metadata scheme has an element dedicated to that information, or a more granular form of it. If your metadata scheme has no *dedicated* element for that information, LEAVE THE BOX UNCHECKED, whether or not the scheme can accommodate the information elsewhere (for example, in a note). We are trying to determine 1) what data can be collected and 2) the granularity of repository metadata schemes.
   - Preservation level (bit-level, full, etc.)
   - Significant properties (properties to be preserved, such as content, appearance, structure, behavior, context)
   - Storage location (file location, location scheme (e.g., handle, URI), storage medium (hard disc, mag tape, etc.))
   - Hardware/software supporting use of the object (including operating system and associated files required to use or render the object)
   - Digital signature (signature itself, its encoding, encryption/hash algorithms, etc.)
   - Preservation action (e.g., migration)
   - Preservation outcome
   - Person/organization responsible for preservation action
   - Software associated with preservation action
   - Generation or use type (preservation master, production master, etc.)
   - Embedded application data
   - Links between objects when one is derived from the other
   - Condition evaluation
   - None of the above
   - Other (please specify)
24. For what percentage of your repository (roughly) do you record some preservation metadata of the types mentioned above?
- 0%
- More than zero but fewer than one third of the objects
- Between one and two thirds of the objects
- More than two thirds of the objects, but not 100%
- 100% of the objects
- I don't know

25. Given what your repository is meant to do

Preservation metadata you CAN collect is
- Way too little
- Just right
- Way too much
- I don't know

Preservation metadata you DO (routinely) collect is
- Way too little
- Just right
- Way too much
- I don't know

Source Metadata

26. Does your repository accommodate source metadata? Source metadata documents the physical characteristics of the original (usually analog) PHYSICAL source object from which the digital master is derived (for example, an original film negative or vinyl record). It might include elements such as dimensions, sound and color characteristics, etc.
- yes
- no (skip source metadata questions)
- I don't know

27. Which of the following do you record in your source metadata?
- Physical characteristics of the object (extent, color characteristics, sound characteristics for audio, gauge for film and video, etc.)
- Provenance information
- Physical location
- None of the above
- Other (please specify)

28. Thinking only of those digital repository resources for which you also hold the physical source object, for what percentage of those source objects (roughly) do you record some source metadata?
- We are asking about elements for “physical characteristics” of the original source object; this question is NOT about descriptive metadata.
- 0%
- More than zero but fewer than one third of the objects
- Between one and two thirds of the objects
- More than two thirds of the objects, but not 100%
- 100% of the objects
- I don't know

29. Given what your repository is meant to do

Source metadata you CAN collect is
- Way too little
- Just right
- Way too much
- I don't know

Source metadata you DO (routinely) collect is
- Way too little
- Just right
- Way too much
- I don't know
How Your Metadata is Used

*30. Which of these tasks does your metadata support?
   o Store original digital object
   o Protect against data corruption & loss
   o Ensure authenticity of digital resources over time
   o Track origins and chain of custody of digital object (provenance)
   o Document digital object’s bitstream over the long term
   o Ensure resources will survive and continue to be understandable into the long term
   o Maintain vigorous and ongoing testing and validation program to ensure independent understandability of the digital object
   o Enable format migration/translation upon obsolescence
   o Track migration path of digital object & any changes over time (digital provenance)
   o Document owner of intellectual property rights
   o Document permissions to distribute, duplicate, transfer, and/or alter (e.g., through migration)
   o Store contractual agreements pertaining to rights and permissions
   o Facilitate condition assessment of digital preservation master
   o Facilitate decision-making for preservation managers
   o Document preser-vation actions taken
   o Document effects of preservation strategies
   o Document relationships between multiple manifestations of a digital object
   o Document details of original source object (e.g., provenance, preservation, condition)
   o Enable repurposing of content (e.g., for revenue generation)
   o None of the above
   o Other (please specify)

*31. Who creates your administrative metadata? (Check all that apply.)
   o Depositor
   o Cataloging and metadata department
   o Digital repository department
   o Special collections department
   o Metadata extraction tool
   o System supplied defaults
   o None of the above
   o Other (please specify)

*32. Does your organization have staffing sufficient to perform the tasks you checked?
   o yes
   o no
   o I don’t know
   o not applicable

Comments:

Your Information

33. Please tell us your name.
34. Please tell us your email address.
35. Your organization:
36. Your title:

*37. If you are developing best practices that might be useful to explore further, we would like to follow up with you for more information, and will send you a preview of our findings. May we follow up with you for further information or clarification?
   o yes
   o no

Thank you!

Thank you for participating in our survey. We very much appreciate your contribution. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact us.
xxxxx
xxxxx